
Advances in Applied Probability
The Editorial Board would like to encourage the submission to the Advances of review papers

summarising and coordinating recent results in any of the fields of applied probability.
In addition to these review papers, Advances is also designed to be a medium of publication for

(1) longer research papers in applied probability, which may include expository material, (2)
expository papers on branches of mathematics of interest to probabilists, (3) papers outlining areas in
the biological, physical, social and technological sciences in which probability models can be usefully
developed, (4) papers in applied probability presented at conferences which do not publish their
proceedings, and finally, (5) letters to the editor on any appropriate topic in applied probability.

In short, the main function of Advances is to define areas of recent progress and potential
development in applied probability. As with the Journal of Applied Probability, Advances under
takes to publish papers accepted by the Editors within 15 months of their submission; letters to the
editor will normally be published more rapidly.

The Editor-in-Chief is J. Gani; the Coordinating Editors are C. C. Heyde, M. F. Neuts and
G. E. H. Reuter; other editors are P. J. Brockwell, V. R. Cane, J. W. Cohen, E. J. Hannan,
J. Keilson, D. G. Kendall, J. F. C. Kingman, K. Krickeberg, R. M. Loynes, K. R. Parthasarathy,
C. A. B. Smith, and R. L. Tweedie. The Editorial Office of the Advances is in the Department of
Probability and Statistics, The University, Sheffield S3 7RH, England.

Volume lR No.4 of Advances contains the following papers:

SVANTE JANSON. Moments for first-passage and last-exit times, the minimum and related
quantities for random walks with positive drift
P. K. POLLETT. Connecting reversible Markov processes
MICHAEL ARONOWICH AND ROBERT J. ADLER. Extrema and level crossings of X

processes
BENT NATVIG, SKULE SORMO, ARNE T. HOLEN AND GUTORM H0GASEN. Multistate
reliability theory - a case study
M. S. ALI KHAN. An infinite dam with random withdrawal policy
MARCEL F. NEUTS. Generalizations of the Pollaczek-Khinchin integral equation in the theory of
queues
V. GIORNO, A. G. NOBILE AND L. M. RICCIARDI. On some diffusion approximations to
queueing systems

Subscription rates (per volume) for the Advances in 1986 are the same as for the Journal (see inside
back cover). A discount of 10'0/0 is allowed to subscribers who order current issues of both the Journal
and Advances at the same time direct from the Applied Probability Office. A detailed price list for
both current and back issues is available on request.

Cheques made out on U.S., U.K. and Australian banks will be acceptable: they should be made
payable to Applied Probability, and sent to:

Executive Editor, Applied Probability,
Department of Probability and Statistics,
The University, Sheffield $3 7RH, England.
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THE APPLIED PROBABILITY TRUST and
THE LONDON MA THEMATICAL SOCIETY announce

ANALYTIC AND GEOMETRIC STOC~lASTICS

a publication to celebrate the sixty-fifth birthday of G. E. H. REUTER, who
for many years represented the London Mathematical Society as a Trustee of the
Applied Probability Trust. Edited by D. G. Kendall with the assistance of
J. F. C. Kingman and D. Williams, it contains the following contributions:

D. G. KENDALL: Harry Reuter: An appreciation
D. J. ALDOUS: Classical convergence of triangular arrays, stable laws and
Schauder's fixed-point theorem
M. T. BARLOW and S. D. JACKA: Tracking a diffusion, and an application to
weak convergence
N. H. BINGHAM: Extensions of the strong law
N. J. CUTLAND and W. S. KENDALL: A non-standard proof of one of David
Williams' splitting-time theorems
M. JACOBSEN: Co-optional times and invariant measures for transient Mar
kov chains
D. G. KENDALL and HUI-LIN LE: Exact shape-densities for random triangles
in convex polygons
J. F. C. KINGMAN: The construction of infinite collections of random variables
with linear regressions
T. J. LYONS: The critical dimension at which quasi-every Brownian path is
self-avoiding
J. NEVEU: Erasing a branching tree
J. W. PITMAN and M. YOR: Some divergent integrals of Brownian motion
R. PYKE: Product Brownian measures
L. C. G. ROGERS and D. WILLIAMS: Construction and approximation of
transition matrix functions

Analytic and Geometric Stochastics is a special issue of Advances in Applied
Probability, distributed free to current subscribers with Volume 18 Number 4 in
December 1986. Copies can also be purchased from Applied Probability,
Department of Probability and Statistics, University of Sheffield, Sheffield
S3 7RH, England, price £10.00 (US$15.00) including postage and packing.
Orders should be accompanied by a remittance in favour of 'Applied
Probability' .
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NOW AVAILABLE

ESSAYS IN TIME SERIES
AND ALLIED PROCESSES

In January 1986 the Applied Probability Trust published a supplementary
volume 23A of the Journal of Applied Probability (JAP) to mark the sixty-fifth
birthday of Professor E. J. Hannan FAA, FASSA, an editor of the Journal since
its inception in 1964. Entitled Essays in Time Series and Allied Processes, this
book consists of papers relating to various aspects of time series, Professor
Hannan's main area of research. The seven sections are devoted to: structure
and general methods, estimation, hypothesis testing and distribution theory,
non-linear and non-stationary systems, random fields and point processes, allied
stochastic processes, and algorithms and computations.

This special volume, which is edited by J. Gani and M. B. Priestley, contains
contributions from the following colleagues and students of Professor Hannan:

An Hong-Zhi
C. F. Ansley
M.· S. Bartlett
P. Bloomfield
D. R. Brillinger
M. A. Cameron
Chen Zhao-Guo
M. Deistler
J. Durbin
J. Gani

J. Henstridge
S. M. Heravi
C. C. Heyde
Y. Hosoya
R. H. Jones
K. Katsura
R. Kohn
P. A. P. Moran
D. F. Nicholls
Y. Ogata

M. R. Osborne
T. Ozaki
E. Parzen
J. H. W. Penm
M. B. Priestley
B. G. Quinn
J. Rissanen
P. M. Robinson
M. Rosenblatt
R. Shibata

G. K. Smyth
V. Solo
T. P. Speed
K. Tanaka
R. D. Terrell
P. J. Thomson
P. Tin
J. G. Veitch
G. S. Watson
P. Whittle

A complete bibliography of Professor Hannan's publications from 1955 to 1984
is included.

Essays in Time Series and Allied Processes is in the usual lAP format
(250 x 170 mm) with 437 pages, but with hard binding and an attractive dust
jacket. The price is £30.00 (US$35.00; $A.43.00).

Orders, preferably accompanied by a remittance, should be sent to the
Executive Editor, Applied Probability, Department of Probability and Statistics,
The University, Sheffield S3 7RH, England. Payments must be in favour of
'Applied Probability': sterling cheques should be drawn on a British bank, US or
Australian dollar cheques on a US or Australian bank respectively.
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UBSCRIFflO RATES
Subscription rates (post free) for the 1986 volume of the Journal are as follows:

Subscribers In North, Central and So th America, and Australia:
USS96.00; SA120.00; £81.00 for rbraries and in tit tions;
US 32.00; SA40.00; £27.00 for individoa s belonging to a recognised scient" c society.

AU ubscribers:
£6600 for libraries and i titutions;
£22.00 for individuals belonging to a recognised scientific society.
Members of the London Mathematical Society should apply direct to the Secretary of the Society for

copies of the Journal.
AI enquiries abo t the Journal,a well as other subscriptions, sho Id be sent to the Executive Editor,

Mis M. Hitchcock, Department of Pr-obability and tatistics, The University, S e1field S3 7RH
England. The price of b ck numbers varies rom volume to volume, and enq "riesshould be sent to the
Executive Editor. Cheques, money orders, etc. should be made out 0 AppUed Ptobability; cheques on
U.S., U.K. and Australian banks will be acceptable.

T.ES FOR CONTRIBUTORS
Papers pun shed' the Journal are of two kinds:
(1 research pape ~ Dot exceedi g 20 printed pages;
(2) shortcommunications of a few printed pages in the nature of Dotes or brief accounts ot wor in

progress.
Review papers, longer research papers and letters to the editor are published in Advances in Applied

ProbabIlity a co panion journal. (Note: Letters relating specifical y to paper which have appeared in
e Journal of Applied Probability wiD continue to appear in the Journal.)
The editors rna pub·sh accepted papers in either journal according to the space available in order to

meet the 15-m th dea line in pub)"cation referred to be ow.

S of papers
It is a conditio of publication in the Journalof Applied Probability tha papers shal Rot previous y

ave appeared elsew re, and will not be reprinted wi hou the writ n permission of the Trust" It is the
ICy of he Joumal not to acce t for publication papers w ich cannot appear i pri wit in 15 mOD Its

of the date of reeei of the final version Authors wi I receive 50 reprint of their papers ee, and joint
aut 0 a pr po io al share of th·s nu bee. Additional reprin °1 be pr vided at cost

apers should be written in E ish or Fre ch; papers in other Jansu_ages may be accepted by the
editors, but will appear ( bject to the author's agreement) in Eflglish or French translation in tbe
JournaL Scripts should be typewritten, usi g double pacing, and at lea t one copy should be on 0 e side
of the paper only. Each pape sho d be accompanied by

(i) a short abstract of app oximateJy 4-10 Ii es giv'ng a Don-mat matical description of he subject
matter and resu .

ii) a Ii t of keywords detailmg the contents for the purpose of c mputeri ed i forma " n retne at
Autho are advi ed to consul The Author's Guide to the Appl.ed Probabil.ty Journals when preparing

papers for submission. A copy of th' guide may be obtained on app lcatien to the App ied Probability
Office.

For em processlDg,authors are requested to send dIree copies of submissions to the Applied
Pro hlity 0fIice in eld~ rather the to individual editors. Authors overse are asked 0 ens re

at their su mi ions are sent by a"rmalI.The Editor...in-Chi f and the Ap ied Probability 01fice arein
regular co rae and full detai of a1 papers s bmitted are ava ila Ie to Professor Ga at be University
of California at Santa Ba bara.
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